It is known that a convergence space which has a regular compactification is almost identical to a completely tegular topological space.
T-REGULAR-CLOSED CONVERGENCE SPACES
In this paper we obtain a "regular compactification" which has a universal property like the compactifications of [6] and u] tot a class of convergence spaces (which includes spaces having highly nonidempotent closure operators) by relinquishing the requirement that the "compactification" space be compact. Instead, we require that it be T-regular-closed, a concept resembling, but more general than, compactness.
A convergence space (X, ->) consists of a set X and a relation "_,"
between the filters on X and the elements of X, subject to the following conditions:
, , cr . cr (3) J* -» x implies S n x -» x.
For x e X, x' denotes the fixed ultrafilter generated by ixi; if A is a nonempty subset of X, then A* will denote the filter of all oversets of A. The expression "A -» x" should be read "the filter .f converges to the point x". We will use the abbreviation "u.f." for "ultrafilter". Proof. Let J -» x. Then J contains a set A which is compact and hence closed. As a subspace of X, A is a compact regular space, and it follows from [7, Lemma l] that cl^ and cl^x coincide for subsets of A; thus clx J = cL^ J. Since X is regular, cl,y J -* x.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use gence is regular. We will give a shorter proof showing that such a space is T-regular. We use the filter characterizations of order convergence given by Ward [9] . Let X be a partially ordered set, J" a filter on X. Let L(J") = ix 6 X, there exists F e 3 such that x < y fot all y e FÎ, and let 1/(3") be defined dually. 3 order converges to x if x = inf Uij) = sup L(j ). It is well known that order convergence need not be topological, even in a complete lattice.
Proposition 2.2. Order convergence in any lattice X is T-regular.
Proof. Let J order converge to x. Let § be the filter generated by all sets of the form la, b] = {y: a < y < b\, fot a e L(5") and
and t/( §) = (7(3), it follows immediately that § order converges to x. Also, sets of the form la, b] ate closed in the interval topology on X (see [9J), which is known to be coarser than order convergence. Thus cl,y J > y, and so cl^ J -> x. We next consider products of T-regular-closed spaces.
The example that follows shows that the property of being T-regular-closed is not productive.
Example 3.4. Let X be a countable infinite set, x a fixed point in X.
Since there are 2C free u.f.'s on each infinite subset of X (c the cardinality of the real line) and only c subsets of X, we can assign to each infinite subset A of X two distinct free u.f.'s, 3A and §^ which contain A such that A ^ B lt B 4 A and 3^ 4 §B for all infinite subsets B of X. Let Xj be the set X with the finest convergence structure such that A ¿ -> x in Xj for each infinite subset A. Let X be the set X with the finest convergence structure such that C¡A -» x in X2 fot each infinite subset A.
The spaces X. and X2 ate clearly T-regular-closed by Theorem 3.1.
However, no free u.f. which contains the diagonal in the product space Xj x X. can converge, and so Xj x X2 is not T-regular-closed. Proof. The condition is necessary by Theorem 3.3. Conversely, let J be a filter on Y = Xj x X2; we must show that cl^y J has an adherent point.
Since the first projection map P. is a closed map, P.cl^y. 3 = cl^y P$* and by hypothesis there is a filter g finer than P.cl^y, J such that tj -> x, for some x £ Xy Hence, K = (P^ clxx §) Vcl,y J is a filter on Y, and cl^y. K = H. Since the second projection map P2 is closed, cl^y P2J\ = PAli. Let K be an u.f. finer than P Ji such that A -> y, fot some y £ X,.
Then KVPJ K = Kj is a filter on Y. Also, P,H, > clxx §, and so PjK -»x in Xj. Similarly, E2^l -^> ana-so ^2^1 -' ^ *n *2' Hence> K. "~► (x, y) in Y, and so (x, y) is adherent to cl xy 3.
Lemma 3.6. // X. is compact regular and X2 is T-regular-closed, then the product is T-regular-closed.
Proof. It is easy to see that the second projection map P, is closed.
Let J be a filter on Y = Xj x X2« By hypothesis, clxx P23 has an adherent point y. Hence there is a filter g finer that clxx P'23 = E2clXy ^> and g converges in X2 to y. Let H be an u.f. on V finer than P~ !( §) VclAy, 3.
Then PjH -♦ x, fot some x e Xj, and P2K -i y in X2, so that (x, y) is an adherent point of cl.y 3-License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Theorem 3.7. // both X. and X2 are locally compact and T-regularclosed, then X. x X2 is T-regular-closed.
Proof. It is sufficient, by the preceding theorem, to prove that the projection maps P. and P2 are closed.
To show that P. is closed, let B be closed in Y = Xj x X , and let x 6 clx P.S. Then there is an u.f. J on P.ß which converges to x in X, and contains a compact set A. By Lemma 3.6, A x X is T-regular-closed. Also, B. = B Ci (Ax X A is a closed set.
Hence, § = (P~ dxx 3) V B*. is such that clxy § = §, and since A x X2 belongs to [j, g has an adherent point (x, b). Hence x £ P.cly B. C P.cly, B, and so P, is a closed map.
For regular-closed topological spaces, Corollary 3.2 and Theorem 3.3 are known to be false, and Lemma 3.6 and Theorem 3.7 are known to be true.
The question of whether a product of regular-closed topological spaces is regular-closed is an unsolved problem. We do not know whether or not Theorem 3.5 is valid for regular-closed topological spaces.
A. Embedding theorems.
Theorem 4.1. Each T-regular space X can be embedded in a T-regularclosed space X..
Proof. Assume that X is not T-regular-closed. Let y be a point not in X, and let X, = X U iyl; let Xj be the set X U iyi, equipped with the finest convergence structure satisfying the following conditions: A -» x in X., for x 4 y, iff J contains X and the restriction of 3 to X converges to X in X;
3 -» y iff 3 > y" A §, where § is a filter containing X such that cl^x § has no adherent point in X. It is easy to verify that X. is T-regular, and that X is a subspace of Xj. Let 3 be a filter on X., If 3 =y , then y is adherent to y. Otherwise, 3 has a restriction J» to X. If cl^x 3j does not have an adherent point in X, then by the construction of X., y is adherent to cl^x 3. Thus, by Theorem 3.1, X. is T-regular-closed. Finally, the assumption that X is not T-regular-closed guarantees that X is dense in Xj.
We shall now consider the problem of finding a class of T-regular spaces in which each member has a T-regular-closed extension with universal property. Let X be a T-regular space such that AX is a completely regular (in- Unfortunately, the conditions imposed on X in Theorem 4.2 are not enough to insure that X is T-regular-closed. By adding an additional condition, we obtain the desired T-regular-closed extension. 
